Introduction

In 1706 Cotton Mather received as a gift an African slave named Onesimus. At the time, because of the fear of smallpox contagion, it was usual to inquire whether or not newly-acquired slaves had ever had smallpox. When Mather, a respected minister and writer, asked this question he learned that Onesimus had gotten smallpox through the process of inoculation. Intrigued by this response, Mather questioned other slaves as well as those involved in the slave trade. Apparently convinced by the answers he received, Mather resolved to use this newfound knowledge if he ever had the opportunity. “For my own part, if I should live to see the Small-Pox again enter into our City, I would immediately procure a Consult of our Physicians, to Introduce a Practice, which may be of so very happy a Tendency.” True to his word, Mather actively encouraged the practice of inoculation in 1721 when smallpox broke out in Mather’s hometown of Boston.

This is just one early example of a slave contributing medical knowledge to the white community in which he lived. I am suggesting that this story should lead us, in studying the history of medicine prior to the bacteriological revolution of the late nineteenth century, to consider the impact on medicine of cultural transfer. This thesis addresses the question, “How did slaves influence the white medical community in the antebellum south?” My definition of the white medical community encompasses more than practicing physicians. Slaveowners and their families also benefited from slaves’ medical knowledge.

In general, the importance of the influence of Native Americans and African Americans on the development of this country has often been overlooked, as the influence of British folkways tends to be emphasized. Cultural influence, however, has not been uni-directional, from Europeans to everyone else. The contact of Africans, Europeans and Native Americans resulted in what historian Edward Countryman refers to as a “collision of histories.” Europeans and Africans alike brought with them “memory, skills, language, knowledge, and beliefs.” Each group had its own
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ideas about the proper ways to live, the appropriate foods to eat, how to worship, dress, treat others and care for the sick. The collision of Native American cultures with those of Africans and Europeans began a continuing process of interaction and cultural diffusion. Native American influence is beyond the scope of this study, which focuses on the “medical cultural exchange,” or interaction between whites and African Americans.

The influence of enslaved Africans and their descendants on the South has been well documented in areas such as agriculture, music, diet, folklore, religion and language. It is my intention to extend this list to include African medical practices. When brought to this country, enslaved Africans carried with them cultural beliefs about illness and healing, as seen in the example of Cotton Mather’s slave. In spite of the oppressive nature of slavery, they managed to retain many of their medical beliefs and practices and pass them down from one generation to the next. Along the way, various aspects of this medical culture emerged into the mainstream medical arena and were also enriched by contact with other groups. African medical knowledge did not become stagnant but continued to develop due to the influence of European and Native American ideas and practices already established in the South.

Any discussions of interaction and exchange between slaves and holders of slaves are problematic. Historian Ted Ownby wisely cautions against overemphasizing the interaction process which might unintentionally obscure “the fact that one group owned the other.” He refers to this interaction between groups as “cultural conversations” and observes that since they “could not take place freely between oppressors and the oppressed” that “scholars will have to take care in
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discussing the contexts of those conversations." Remembering this admonition is particularly helpful in interpreting antebellum medical sources. Whites were often reluctant to recognize any positive contributions that slaves may have made. It is necessary to read between the lines and recognize this considerable bias in medical interaction. However, the fact that so many southerners recorded various instances of African-American influence, despite this prejudice, suggests that those cases were not isolated incidents, but instead indicate a broad terrain in which medical cultural exchange took place.

The interaction on antebellum Southern plantations was facilitated by the fact that whites and African Americans were in constant contact with each other. Among the issues that both groups had to deal with regularly was health care. The issue of slave health care was contentious. At the root of the conflict was the question, who controlled the slaves’ bodies? Slaveowners felt that it was their place to decide the best course of action to take when a slave was ill, and often demanded to be informed of a slave’s illness. Slaves often resisted this intrusion and reacted to it in a variety of ways, ranging from hiding an illness to consulting a slave healer within their community. Herbalists, midwives and conjurers are examples of the variety of healers found on southern plantations. Some slaves opted for self-treatment. Recent archaeological investigations of slave quarters, for example, have produced evidence of healing rituals, suggesting that care was taking place without the slaveowner’s knowledge or approval. For slaves, health care often functioned as a means of resistance.

African-American medical practices circulated throughout the slave community and slaves passed them down from one generation to the next. These remedies, mostly of a botanical nature utilizing herbs and roots, did not remain solely in the slave community. Instead, African-American medical practices provided a viable alternative to nineteenth-century white medical practices as well. Many African-American healers treated whites and taught various remedies and cures to them. Whites viewed these practices and healers in a variety of ways, ranging from suspicion and distrust to belief and acceptance. The bulk of slave healing practices that affected white medical practices did so indirectly. The fact that most medical exchanges took place at the personal level, between individuals, makes interaction difficult to document. Although the emerging white medical profession often ridiculed and denounced black healers and their “primitive,” unscientific ways, it was clear that physicians considered slave healers a potential threat. This sense of competition was similar to that presented in the nineteenth-century by other
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alternative practices, such as Homeopathy or Thomsonianism. In response to the perceived threats, regular physicians publicly denounced their competitors as quacks while they quietly adopted and absorbed certain of their ideas and remedies into the white materia medica.

African-American medical influence in the nineteenth century was more widespread and pervasive than either contemporaries or later historians recognized. In spite of numerous admissions by doctors and slaveowners alike advocating a particular remedy or healer, there was a widespread belief among whites that African-American medical knowledge was either non-existent or was not applicable to white healers and patients. Although no historians have as yet undertaken a significant study of the influence of African-American medical practices on the white materia medica, the subject has not been entirely overlooked. Many scholars have concluded that some knowledge was transferred. Historians Lawrence Levine and Ira Berlin both address African-American medical contributions of the colonial period. Levine recognized the reliance on African-American knowledge when he concluded that “it was to the blacks the Europeans looked for advice and counsel with regard to the ... medicinal properties of wild plants, herbs, and roots which either duplicated or resembled those the slaves had been familiar with in Africa.” More recently, Berlin has stressed the extent to which Europeans depended on those of African descent. Whites depended on blacks “to identify useful flora and fauna and to define the appropriate methods of production.” In fact, “transplanted Englishmen learned as much or more from transplanted Africans as did the former Africans from them.” I want to suggest a similar process occurred when the antebellum medical profession encountered African-American healing practices.
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Following these encounters, physicians often spoke and wrote derisively of slave “folk” beliefs and “superstition.” Since it is not my intent to judge the treatments favored by either slaves or antebellum regular physicians, I will instead attempt to view them solely through the expressed statements and writings of their nineteenth-century contemporaries. This thesis does not evaluate whether certain nineteenth-century treatments were “better” than others. The effectiveness of any given cure or remedy is not the issue here. It is also not my intention to compare the nineteenth-century medical world to that of the twentieth century to show how much medical practice has “progressed.” In framing his study of nineteenth-century Southern physicians, Steven Stowe asks “how and why this world made sense to the people who lived within it.” My intent is similar.

This thesis draws on the literature of several different areas including studies of slave culture and community; cultural contact and interaction; African-American health; and nineteenth-century medicine. In the last two decades several scholars have countered earlier arguments that enslaved Africans were stripped of their culture along with their freedom when brought to this country. One of the ways in which African traditions survived was through interaction with the cultural traditions of Native and European Americans and creative adaptation to their new setting. I will build on studies that address the impact of this cultural contact and interaction.

This project also draws on works that deal specifically with African-American health and medicine and those that address the general history of nineteenth-century medicine. Some historians have attempted to evaluate the health of slaves and to investigate the claims of antebellum physicians and others that blacks and whites differed physiologically in areas such as disease susceptibility and immunity. Previous historians have used the health and medical care of slaves primarily as a
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lens through which to view slavery. The quality of medical treatment slaves received has been measured to judge the “benignity or harshness” of the institution. Traditionally, historians of slave health have looked at the health care provided to the slaves by slaveowners and antebellum physicians. Partly, this is because the slaveowners were the ones who left the written documentation in the form of diaries, agricultural journals, and other plantation records. Historians, interested in the motives of the planters, focused most of their attention there. Only recently have scholars attempted to center attention on the health care that slaves provided for themselves and each other, and to approach the subject, as much as possible, from the slave’s point of view.

Todd Savitt was one of the first medical historians to acknowledge that there were two sides to slave health care and that different understandings of medical practices existed between slaves and slaveowners. Slaves, not necessarily eager to submit to the owner’s wishes regarding medical treatment, “engaged, with or without white permission, in a certain amount of self-care.” Following the publication of Savitt’s groundbreaking work, however, slave health was largely ignored as a subject of medical history. As historian Sharla Fett points out, the scholarship that followed Savitt’s addressed slave healing practices mainly for their religious significance. I draw heavily on Fett’s dissertation for its comprehensive approach to healing within the antebellum slave community. Her work emphasizes the meaning that healing held for slaves themselves. This thesis builds on the work of both Savitt and Fett and takes it a logical step further as it shows how healing knowledge within the slave community influenced the white medical community.

Slave medical knowledge was not widely disseminated through medical texts or popular writings of the nineteenth-century. Therefore, sources for this thesis are somewhat scattered. Because of
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the amount of knowledge preserved through oral tradition, it is often difficult to find written documentation of African-American medical knowledge. More common but still relatively rare are writings of slaveowners and doctors who acknowledged favorable impressions of the slaves’ knowledge of medicine. It has been necessary to piece together bits of information from many sources in an attempt to present a clear picture of slave medical practices; first, in the context of the slave community and then to shift the focus to the influence that slave medical practices had on the white community. One of the richest collections of sources for insight into the lives of slaves is that obtained and preserved under the auspices of the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s. It was not until fairly recently that historians began to use these interviews conducted with former slaves. Used judiciously, these narratives can be extremely helpful in efforts to gain a clearer picture of slave life and culture. The interviews are limited, however, because the interviewers’ focus seems to have been on the care provided to the slaves rather than on the slaves’ efforts to care for themselves. The use of evidence of material culture obtained at archaeological excavations of former slave quarters contributes to a growing body of knowledge confirming the existence of slave agency. The bulk of sources used for this thesis include antebellum Southern medical journals, ex-slave narratives and autobiographies of slaveowners and slaves.

Chapter One of this thesis examines the materia medica of the early nineteenth century and the transfer of medical knowledge from the slave community to the white community. This materia medica was largely botanical in nature. The significance of Chapter One is to show that within the slave community there existed an alternative to white medical practice and that aspects of this alternative source of knowledge were adopted by the white community.

In Chapter Two I explore the ambivalence of antebellum physicians toward the knowledge and treatments of slave healers. As might be expected, the role of healer within the slave community was one of status but I will suggest that when healing practices were recognized by whites the result was a change of status for slave healers in the white community. The influence of these slave healers is seen in cases of individual slaves being set free in exchange for particular remedies or cures. In these cases, medical knowledge afforded African Americans a concrete change of status, from slave to free. Slaveowners often accepted the medical knowledge of slaves if the slaveowners controlled this knowledge or benefited from it. Chapter Two also examines laws that attempted to restrict slaves from administering drugs or practicing medicine except under limited

For examples of articles critiquing their use as historical sources, see Norman R. Yetman, “Ex-Slave Interviews and the Historiography of Slavery,” American Quarterly 36 (Summer 1984): 181-210 and C. Vann Woodward, “History from Slave Sources,” American Historical Review (April 1974): 470-81. For the purposes of this thesis it is important to remember that by the time the interviews were conducted, the medical profession was much more firmly entrenched and accepted by the general public than it was during the days of slavery. Therefore, informants’ perceptions concerning the efficacy of certain kinds of folk remedies vs. the abilities of doctors may have changed. Their answers were certainly filtered through their post-slavery experiences. Although former slaves in the 1930s theoretically had more agency in choosing their own health care provider, the problem of paying for their own treatment may have again limited their choices.
circumstances, for fear that the slave healers might harm their patients with poison. These laws further emphasize the ambivalence that whites felt toward slave medical knowledge.

Chapter Three examines the influence of the slave body on the southern medical profession. Physicians observed and documented what they considered to be relevant physiological differences between blacks and whites. They used their observations to argue that the south was a medically distinct region and that southern doctors occupied a prominent and necessary slot among the nation’s medical profession. As an extension of their belief in blacks’ differences, physicians performed experiments on slave bodies that they did not perform on whites. Perhaps the most famous of these are J. Marion Sims’ experiments on slave women to correct vesico-vaginal fistula. I also discuss the racial perceptions held by whites of slaves that allowed them to see slave bodies as a legitimate area of research.

Although my main focus will be the transfer of slave medical practices, the issue of the influence of the bodies of slaves on the white medical profession is too important to ignore. Slaves had limited control over their own bodies and this fact had important ramifications to the southern medical profession. At first glance these two subjects may not appear related. However, it was whites’ notions about race that informed both their attitudes towards slaves’ bodies and their attitudes towards slave knowledge.